Crystallinity of plant epicuticular waxes: electron and X-ray diffraction studies.
The crystal structure of the epicuticular waxes of 35 plant species has been examined by electron diffraction and X-ray powder diffraction. The waxes include the most common morphological wax types such as platelets, tubules, films and rodlets. Most of them were prepared with a special mechanical isolation method, which preserves the original crystal structure. Solvent-extracted recrystallized plant waxes were compared with mechanically isolated samples. The waxes were found to occur in three different crystal structures. Most of the waxes exhibited an orthorhombic structure which is the most common for aliphatic compounds. Tubules containing mainly secondary alcohols showed diffraction reflections of a triclinic phase; broad reflection peaks indicated a significant disorder. Ketones, in particular beta-diketone tubules, displayed the reflections of a hexagonal structure. Mixtures of different phases could be identified. For most of the waxes, the 'long spacing' diffraction reflections indicated a layer structure with the characteristics of the major component. Others showed no 'long spacing' reflections indicating a strong disorder of the molecular layers.